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ABSTRACT 

The proposed paper describes arefillable pen capable of storing ink and removing ink 

marks formed on a writing surface by the pen.The paper proposeda refillable pen 

comprising; main body which has two ends, a conduit member which is placed inside 

the pen which is also called as refill, A reservoir linked with the back side of the pen 

for storing the ink. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A writing device is used for writing on writing surface[1]. The writing surface comprises 

of paper board or some other objects and writing devices comprises of pencil, pen, quill, 

marker etc. The writing device used to apply ink to a surface, usually paper for writing or 

drawing[2]. A pen is a writing device used for writing or drawing on surface, usually 

paper. The modern types of pen include; ball point pen, roller ball pen, fountain pen, gel 

pen etc[3]. This type of pen stores a lid with refillable ink, when ink is empty from the lid 

then changes the lid from a new one. In the existing, writing device non-refillable lid is 

used; it means the ink is not refill into the lid[4].Due to the aforementioned drawbacks, so 

we need to develop a self- refillable pen for reducing the amount of ink getting wasted 

during refilling and time consumed during refilling the ink in the device. 

The pen consists of; a reservoir for storing ink used to refill the pen[5].The reservoir 

containing ink is made up of plastic material so that the reservoir is easily squeezed for 

releasing ink drop by drop in the conduit member[6]. The conduit memberserves as a 

passage for the flow of ink from the reservoir to the nib. The ink received by the conduit 

member from the reservoir is allowed to pass to the nib of the pen[7].The ink flow from 
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the reservoir to the conduit member by pushing the reservoir to fill the ink into the 

conduit member for further use in writing[8]. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a unique pen which contains a reservoir for refilling the ink into the 

conduit member which is placed inside the pen for further use. It also reduces time 

consumed for refilling ink in writing device. 
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